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Game Concept
The Grand Design is a live role-playing system designed for political and interactive role-playing in the world of the Imperial
Archipelago. This is a closed world similar in ways, yet unlike our own; a world of decaying Imperial grandeur, strange magics,
mysterious spirits and Machiavellian politics. The players take the roles of the subjects of the Realms, the autonomous
regions of the Imperium, and their leaders, at any political level from the simplest of farmers, up through the merchants and
soldiers of the Realm, to the very court of the Realm Lords who sit in Imperial Synod. Groups of players come together to play
characters from one of the established Realms or in conjunction with the referees, design their own Imperial Realm and it's
economy, type and style of rulership, and portray it as they see fit.

The primary thrust of the game is political; manoeuvring between Realms, up to and including open armed conflict, is
common, and the system includes both a complex system for trading in downtime, an established economy (with some very
unpleasant moneylenders) and a system of political advancement limited only by the skill of the player in climbing the greasy
pole. No part in this system is debarred to players; it is conceivable that a player character could one day become the new
occupant of the Malachite Throne and rule the entire Archipelago.

However, the politics are not all that make the world of the Archipelago go round. There are areas of the Archipelago still wild
and uncontrolled by the Imperium; a daring adventurer with a large enough force or enough skill could even carve out a new
realm from such, gaining themselves a seat on Synod and status as a Realm Lord, or indeed a faith could gain enough
influence in a given realm that it's leader could supplant the Realm Lord; there are several theocratic Realms, and several
where status as a sorcerer of one stripe or another is regarded as the qualification for political power. For those for whom
political ambition is not alluring, there are mysteries of magic and existence, questions of philosophy to ponder and new
places to explore. The glory days of the Imperium are gone but not forgotten and new glories are waiting to be created. Much
of the oldest and subtlest arts have been lost to time and neglect, but could be rediscovered by the dedicated.

For those to whom the mundane is no longer interesting, there is the allure of testing your wits against the cold uncaring stars
for the Astrologers, against the cunning and subtle spirits of the Spirit Families for the Rhabdomancers, and of placing your
thumb on the very balance of life and death for the Natural Philosophers. Magic is a fact of life among the islands and scattered
Realms of the Imperial Archipelago, and many such ply their trades; from the village astrologer who establishes the times and
places to seed the crops for a rural village to the court Rhabdomancer summoning his familiars to bargain for charms and
favours for his Realm Lord. Magic exists at every level of life. Or if meddling with the Subtle Arts is not to your taste, explore the
myriad cults and faiths of the Imperium; some powerful, some proscribed, some influential, some remembered only by lone
hermits deep in the mountains. Men of faith can work miracles; to deny it is, surely to invite the wrath of Those Above And
Below...

If it is a life of adventure and drama that you seek but neither the Subtil Arts nor the political games of Court appeal, then
become an Imperial Herald; the messengers of the Imperium, they travel from realm to realm promulgating Imperial Edicts,
protected by Imperial law and enforced by the Imperial Sea Guard. Heralds bring news from realm to realm, and are often in
the forefront of exploration and mapping efforts; they stand separate from all allegiance to the Realm Lords, answering only to
the Master Herald, who answers only to the Emperor.

Or if meddling with markets is more to your taste then play a Merchant, there are many interesting commodities produced
within the Empire and the demand for them fluctuates. If you are clever enough you can gain favour, wealth and influence
through shrewd trading. Pit your wits against other merchants and rise to power within the secretive and cut-throat Merchants
Houses.

It is our intent to run the game as an ongoing campaign, with opportunities for character advancement through experience
and the players' wits. We will run one, perhaps two if it becomes successful, events per year, and we do not envisage any
"sanctioned event" system. In terms of player involvement with the campaign, the referees must sanction all Realm and
character backgrounds; silence is not assent and until a background is confirmed, it is not applicable. The referees reserve the
right to fold, spindle and mutilate the backgrounds of the player-designed realms for the greater good of the campaign;
however, it should be taken as a given that if any such changes are made they will be to make the campaign background a
richer place and draw players in further, not to make your lives especially unpleasant. Well, that may not be strictly true...

Note also that the Imperial Archipelago is a closed world. There is almost no contact with anyone outside the cordon of the
Sea Princes, and no character races other than those outlined are permitted. No travellers from "outside", no mysterious
strangers, and (of course) no half-breeds. This is a new world, full of mystery and wonder. Explore it for yourself before coming

to it as a stranger.

As a final aside; "Grand Design" is indeed an IC term. It will mean little or nothing to the starting characters.
But for those wise enough to play the game, uncovering, and really understanding the Grand Design is the
key to the entire Archipelago and beyond...
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Part One: The World of the Archipelago

Imperial Human:

Giants:

Wind Dancers:

First and foremost amongst the ten races of the Archipelago are the Imperial Humans. Over
a thousand years ago Orrenath first Emperor of the Archipelago and his fearsome warriors
finally overcame their opponents to become the first undisputed rulers of the Islands.
Orrenath's descendants are the Imperial Humans who still retain the lion's share of the
primary seats of power within the modern Imperium.

Versatility and force of arms are the strengths of the Imperial Humans. They are adaptable
and there are few places that do not have at least a few Imperial Humans living around. Most
are educated to some degree, all of the schools of magic are open to them, their bodies are
more than ready to endure the rigours of warfare and the Gods are keen to welcome them
into the ranks of their followers. With these advantages behind them it is little wonder that
Imperial Humans have been and remain the driving force behind the Malachite Throne.

Primarily cave-dwelling and hence of mountainous origin, Giants are a separate type of
human, believed to be the original stock from which both Wind Dancers and Imperial
Humans descended, though they can no longer interbreed with either race. Pacifistic, with
no written language; all their histories and knowledge is oral and passed on by community
wise men. Big proponents of justice, fairness and peace, Giants are also the race from which
the most notable artists and architects spring; the Imperial Citadel was designed and built by Ahtu, the legendary Master
Builder, without one scrap of written planning. The central community of Giants, The High Spire, is probably the longest-
continuously-inhabited site in the Archipelago (for humans, at least). Giants are physically very strong but fiercely pacifistic.
Violent giants, though they do exist, are outcasts from Giant society.

Plains people from the south-eastern islands and the tip of the continent; hunter-gatherers, generally nomadic, they often
follow a pair of deities - Mother Wind and Father Beast, and are generally shorter and darker than Imperial Humans. Wind
Dancers mark their faces with obscure and complex tattoos to denote their status, rank and achievements. They have several
major settlement sites that are abandoned during the summer when all the fortifications are dismantled to form rafts to cross
the straits to another island; the wood is reused as fortifications at the next location. It is said even a Sea Prince warship will
avoid a migration of Wind Dancers, for the sea is thick with their rafts. It is for this, and for their skill with kites and wind power,
that they are named; they are especially prized in the Imperium as animal wranglers and as shipwrights.

Owing to their nomadic existence, they have developed little in the way of static technology, and seldom use metals,
though their understanding of wood and animal materials is considerably in advance of even Imperial Humans. Tribal in
look and feel, Wind Dancers have complex family groups that are of great importance to them.

The Races of the Imperial Archipelago

Basic Race: Human

Basic Race: Shadow Children
Children of the Moon:
The Children of the Moon are a race born of magic; in this case, the magic of the Mirror Pool, high in the Central Massif on
the archipelago's mainland. It is claimed they are born of the spirit of Life itself, and every year, the race (or all those who can
travel) gather at the Mirror Pool at the rising of the midsummer full moon over the lake, where the conditions are best for their
slow and easily-disrupted reproductive process. They are rare and few children are born nowadays - they used to be far more
numerous but have not been since their one abortive attempt at controlling the Imperium led to a backlash against them. The
lives and actions of the Children of the Moon are dictated by the immutable laws of fate; they are especially proficient at
astrological magic and as a race are especially given to prescience, prophecy and vision. Physically, however, they are
somewhat fragile and prone to accident and illness; easily injured. They reproduce rarely, and have shorter lifespans than
humans as a rule. Extremes of light are injurious to Children of the Moon - they avoid both pitch blackness and full daylight,
shrouding themselves to avoid the latter when they cannot hide from it. Moonlight or candlelight is when they
thrive.

The Children of the Moon are reputed to be exceptionally poor traders; to "trade like a moonchild" is to have no
idea of the value of real things.
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Whisperers:
As above, so below; where the Children of the Moon dwell among the mountaintops, the Whisperers live in the
deep earthroots, seldom surfacing save to trade information or secrets. It is said that they are made of shadow and

phosphorescence, and that they can hear anything whispered in a shadow near them; how much of that is true and how
much of it is to do with their reputation as consummate information brokers is unknown. Their life cycle mirrors that of the
Children of the Moon almost exactly; though the two races can intermarry, they always breed true as one or the other, and
secret contacts are maintained between the leaderships of the two. Unlike the Children of the Moon, however, Whisperers
seek darkness and shadow; any light brighter than moonlight is painful to them, full daylight on their unshielded skin actively
injurious. They never venture into daylight without veils and shrouds, and sometimes parasols.

Whisperers are generally accepted as the masters of Rhabdomancy; those that bargain and bid for the services of the entities
of the Otherworld. Also unlike their surface brethren, they are no strangers to violence, though it tends to be the kind
involving a swift poisoned knife rather than open warfare. Whisperer culture is very baroque, and very polite; good breeding
and polite behaviour count for more than material worth or power. Rudeness is almost physically offensive to them, though
irony and sarcasm are raised to the level of art forms.
Some say that the Whisperers have secret subsurface tunnels between most of the major Islands of the Archipelago. It
is also said that the Whisperers, of all the Archipelagic races, are the closest to the Sea Princes in technology, and it is
an abiding obsession with them to capture Sea Prince devices and dismantle them. They are renowned for the quality
of their clockwork.

Basic Race: Scatterling
Some one hundred and twenty years ago, the first of the Cloud Islands appeared over the Archipelago. No one knows from
whence it came, or if it rose, descended or indeed, just appeared. However, shortly after it appeared, it began to rain cottony
seed pods down onto the land beneath it; where such pods landed in fertile ground, a few days later, the pods split open and
immature Scatterlings appeared. They grew to total maturity in about a week and they live approximately as long as humans.
Each seemed to have a mantra that it repeated over and over, often a completely nonsensical one.

At first, no one knew what to make of these strange new beings; they seemed to be intelligent, yet had no prior knowledge of
where they had come from or what they were. However, when it became plain that there were a large number of these
Scatterlings appearing under the floating island, many were pressed into slavery and used as manual labour by the local
residents. Scatterlings, however, learn fast and twenty-three years ago, there was a major uprising among the slaves. After
short but exceptionally violent campaign, Scatterlings were awarded status as a sentient race of the Archipelago, and though
they are still seen largely as new and novel, they are becoming an accepted part of life in the Archipelago. Every year, another
seedfall occurs, though never in the numbers of the first one. When the second island appeared, it too put forth a rain of
seedlings, but by that time there was an established Scatterling colony nearby, and these escaped the fate of their first
brethren.

Scatterlings appear to be flora rather than fauna in nature; their skin resembles fresh wood or bark, though they are
humanoid in shape. Though new-hatched Scatterlings are extremely naive, their capacity to absorb information is very
swift and they quickly adapt to the prevailing technological climes of their area.

Basic Race: Triton
The Tritons are aquatic humanoids, they have pale green-white or blue-green skin, some have webbed fingers and toes. A few
Triton communities exist in the outer islands of the archipelago, but the bulk of the Tritons exist outside the Empire and
compose the independent fief of the Sea Princes, who maintain a perimeter outside the Imperial Hegemony and do not owe
it any loyalty. As a consequence of this most Tritons within the Imperium are treated with a modicum of suspicion as possible
spies for the Sea Princes.

Those who have come to the Islands from the Sea Princes generally claim to be escapees from the sometimes draconian rule
of the Princes, or escaped slaves or prisoners. The Sea Princes maintain a formal embassy in the Empire as well, and relations
between Sea Prince Tritons and Imperial Tritons are usually best described as strained.

Tritons are highly intelligent. Some can still breathe underwater, but many seem to have adapted to semi-permanent land life;
those able to breathe under water still display gill slits. They display a predisposition toward flamboyance and showmanship,
passion and tempestuous temper. Technologically, Imperial Tritons are about equivalent to the Whisperers, perhaps a little
less advanced in intricate work. A number of Imperial Tritons work for the Chancellery in intelligence-gathering, but so far

have failed to gather any solid intelligence on the Sea Princes.
Imperial Tritons often favour a piratical look emulating the Sea Princes; they are keenly conscious of their
inferiority to the latter and tend to be the most violent of the Imperium's subjects when direct confrontation
is called for. NB: Characters can not start as a Sea Prince subject.
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Basic Race: Children of the Maelstrom
Children of the Maelstrom and duality

Storm Born:

Stone Born:

Storm Born and Stone Born are always born in pairs, one of each. They are a dimorphic race, requiring one of each to
reproduce. The Stone Born sniffs out an area where the ground contains the necessary elements for reproduction, and the
Storm Born builds a cairn containing ores and metals it has gathered. Then, during a three-week vigil, the Storm Born calls
down a lightning strike on the cairn, triggering the spontaneous development of a Storm Born from the cairn and a Stone
Born from the ground beneath. The two new entities share a lifelong bond; the death of one will devastate the other. They
occasionally catch echoes of extreme emotions in their twin, and often experience similar moods. If creating a character of
either of these races, select another PC who is of the opposite race to be birth-bonded to, or start a character without a twin
and suffer the effects of the compulsory flaw.
Note also: though they display the outward characteristics of males and females, both Storm Born and Stone Born are
asexual; there are no "male" or "female" of either race. The pronoun "he" is used to refer to them where necessary in this
document for convenience.

Storm Born are metallic humanoids, enormously resistant to damage and physical trauma,
born of the interaction between lightning and the Sacred Earths. Their temperament tends
to be excitable, explosive and often violent; Storm Born often occupy positions throughout
the Imperial military. They tend toward fierce competitiveness, and the speed of their
tempers is a watchword throughout the Imperium. Tempestuous and passionate, they tend
to find magic of any kind difficult to master, but physical violence comes easy to them.
They eschew the use of any weapon not made of metal, and usually regard magic as a
pointless exercise in trouble-making.

Stone Born are the heavier, slower moving twins of the Storm Born. Generally larger, their
carapaces are far stronger and heavier, being stone rather than metallic; their bodies are
composed of living rock, and they are even more resistant to damage than their Storm Born
brothers. Stone Born are very difficult to harm, and are immensely strong; a full-grown Stone
Born could pull the head off a Giant without significant effort, though why he would ever do
such a thing would baffle him. Stone Born are generally more personable and friendlier than
Storm Born; their entire makeup is defensive, both physically and psychologically; when
roused to anger, however, they are formidable indeed, requiring massive force or spells of great
potency to even slow down.

Basic Race: Corpse Moss
Native to the swamps of the western Archipelago, wild Corpse Moss lives in large clumps floating in the muddy waters of the
bogs and fens of the area; little is known about the wild Moss Colonies, they do not appear to be fully sentient. However when
a human body (Imperial Human, Giant or Wind Dancer) is introduced to the wild Corpse Moss a piece of the wild Corpse
Moss merges into the body and forms a sentient being. Wild Corpse Moss, once it grips a host, infiltrates the body of the host
and slowly converts all the biomass into Moss, while preserving the rough shape of the host. Once the Moss consumes the
brain, it sparks sentience, and the new symbiotic creature is born. They are humanoid masses of tiny plant fibres with an
innate understanding of the working of plants and herbs on the bodies of other sentients. This new entity is called a Corpse
Moss.

Corpse Moss first came to the Empire's awareness about two centuries ago and have had a chequered history, they are not
well trusted or liked, and have a black reputation. They are mainly tolerated for their natural abilities with medicine and
alchemy. They were recognised as a discrete sentient race by Imperial Edict forty years ago, after a Corpse Moss saved the
lives of the bulk of the Imperial Court during a plague scare, and have since then made an effort to join the mainstream of the
Imperium. Their own oral histories claim that they are the result of a magical experiment gone awry and released in fear by its
instigator into the swamps. Many travel about as itinerant apothecaries and medicine men, trading their services for funds,
often to purchase rights to condemned criminals who are sent back to the fens for merging. To a Corpse Moss, bodies are
sacred and holy objects; anything that defiles them and makes them unusable - gross injury, fire, cremation, or the arts of
Necromancy - is utterly abhorrent to them. A reanimated corpse is of no use to the wild Corpse Moss Colony, and will kill the
part of the moss that attempts to merge with it.

Once wild Corpse Moss has consumed a dead body and joined with it, it cannot do so again. The process
is irreversible, and irrevocable. A corpse of someone consumed by wild Corpse Moss may bear a passing
resemblance to their old form, but the sentient personality will be that of the newly formed Corpse Moss,
not the old physical person. They reproduce by introducing corpses to the wild Moss Colony in Jawaristan,
these they often acquire by trading for bodies of executed criminals or offering contracts with the living for
their bodies after death.
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These are the races that are not accepted as members of the Imperium some of which are directly hostile to
it.

A race of hostile and feared creatures that live in scattered pockets throughout the wild places of the Archipelago. The
Vadeeki are powerful humanoid creatures approaching the size of giants and similar to humans in many ways, however
their skin is mostly grey with a leathery or some times rock like texture to it. A handful have horns or claws which has
given rise to the speculation that the Vadeeki are the mysterious “Enemy” described in paintings from the Empires Age
of War.

An individual Vadeeki warrior is a powerful foe, a match for most Storm or Stone Born. Fortunately for the Empire the
Vakeeki have little more than animal intelligence and show no desire for open conflict. Instead they keep to the remote
places of the Islands such as the deep forests and jungles. Occasionally a Vadeeki raiding party may venture out into the
roads of the Empire and wreak havoc with passing travellers or attack remote farmstead's slaughtering peasants
unfortunate to stray into their path. These occurrences are rare however and the Vadeeki tend to flee back into the wilds
as soon as armed resistance appears.

Powerful creatures that live on their own in many of most inhospitable places of the Archipelago usually in mountainous
or plains regions. Steel Fiend is a term given to these creatures by the peasants that live in the mountains and have come
to dread the sight of them. A Steel Fiend appears as a metallic humanoid much like the Storm Born but more fearsome
often having blades instead of hands, spikes protruding from their flesh or oversized and razor sharp teeth. Steel Fiends
live in isolation from each over and everything else. Although they have shown signs of intelligence this is in all cases
overshadowed by their insatiable urge to kill any other humanoid creature they come across. A Fiend is an opponent to
be feared and avoided wherever possible.

An odd and mysterious tribal race that are native to the plains of the Archipelago and are known to move occasionally
from Island to Island in crudely constructed canoes. The Esbeeti are blue skinned often slight in stature and
occasionally with long pointed fingers and noses. The Esbeeti never joined the Empire instead they live as outcasts
within its borders roving as nomads and wanderers often trying to avoid Imperial settlements for fear of being taken as
slaves. Esbeeti communities can be as few as a dozen or as large as several hundred and in larger numbers they can be
quite dangerous despite their primitive weapons. Imperial citizens regard Esbeeti at best as a curiosity and at worst as
vermin.

The fourth sub-type of human the Karakush rule the majority of the Western Archipelago and are directly hostile to the
Imperium. Physically the Karakush resemble a mix between Wind Dancer and Giant but share none of the pacifistic
tendencies of the latter. They are far less academically or technologically advanced than Imperial Humans but what they
lack in these areas they more than make up for in sheer physical strength.

The majority of the Karakush worship a blood thirsty Goddess by the name of Rakush. The Rakush faith demands that
a blood sacrifice be offered every new moon and the Rakush priests will accept nothing less than a creature of at least
human intelligence for that offering.

Just over a decade ago the Karakush Realms of the Western Archipelago announced their decision to leave the Empire
and immediately began raiding their loyalist neighbours for sacrificial captives. The Sea Guard were quick to retaliate and
won several victories but the Karakush regrouped in the far West and the Sea Guard have never been able to break
properly through into the Karakush strongholds. At the current time the Sea Guard has contented itself with hemming
the Karakush into the now lawless Western Archipelago and preventing further raids into the loyalist Realms. Many
Imperial citizens have called for a full-scale onslaught to deal with these blood-thirsty barbarians but the huge cost in
lives this would entail has thus far proved sufficient reason to leave the Karakush to their own devices.

Note that these races are not available to player characters.

Vadeeki

Steel Fiends

Esbeeti

Karakush

Hostile Races
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The World of The Imperial Archipelago: An Overview
The Imperial Archipelago has been in existence for the best part of fifteen hundred years; some histories claim
the first Malachite Emperor was far older than that but the Imperium can reliably be traced back that far. Once, long ago, the
Imperium ruled the entire Archipelago and beyond with an iron fist; however in the last centuries the will of the Imperium
has faltered and declined, and it now controls a little over half the landmass of the Archipelago. Ruins from the height of
Empire are common, with entire cities left to fall to decay and the jungle in the now almost completely lawless western
Archipelago.

The Imperium's decay can be traced to one single event: the arrival of the Sea Princes and their impregnable Cordon. Some
five centuries ago, the Sea Princes closed all sea-lanes out of the Archipelago, using their vastly superior ships and weapons
to ensure their will was enforced. They never made any effort to conquer the Archipelago, and indeed, have gone out of their
way to maintain cordial relations with a long series of Emperors, but on their core mission, they are implacable: there is no way
out, and no way in. They claim to be doing it for the good of the Imperium, but of course, no-one can tell if they are lying…

With no outside trade, the Imperium began to stagnate, and slowly but surely breakaway Realms declared for themselves,
usually put down by the Imperial Sea Guard, but increasingly, not. Even in the more civilised Realms close to the core of the
Archipelago, once tame and cultivated woodland became more uncontrolled, untended, and once-impregnable Imperial
Roads fell to banditry, the assaults of wild beasts, and on occasion, more sinister things.

Nowadays, in the larger Realms close to the core, life is still good in the cities and larger towns; but out among the
villages the people keep a wary eye to the dark woods or the sinister mountains. In the smaller Realms, and in the outer
Archipelago where the rule of the Imperial Octopus still holds sway, life is harder; border skirmishes between Realm
Lords and between Realms and their lawless neighbours are common.

The Imperial Archipelago: Government

The Malachite Throne

The Privy Council

The Chancellery, the Hierophant of Justice and the Synod of the Realm Lords
Synod of Realm Lords

Hierophant of Justice

The Castellan and the Imperial Sea Guard
Castellan

All Emperors since Choudhury III, eleven hundred years ago, obey the law of Imperial Seclusion; they reside alone in the
Palace of Sighs in the Imperial Capitol, served only by voluntarily blinded eunuch servants. No living being save the three
Imperial Counsellors may see the Imperial presence.

The custom of Imperial Seclusion was adopted by Choudhury III to escape the situation the previous three Emperors had
suffered from where they became "guests" of overly-powerful Realm Lords who dictated policy and effectively sidelined the
Synod. He declared the only way to prevent the Emperor from becoming a tool of vested interests was to instigate the policy
and it has since become the most cherished and defining Imperial tradition.

The Privy Council consists of three separate departments; The Chancellery, the Imperial Sea Guard, and the Imperial
Heralds. The leaders of these three departments are the only ones permitted to see the Emperor and live.

The Chancellor is the Emperor's mind. The Chancellor sits in presidency over the , the formal
advisory council traditionally consisting of the recognised Realm Lords of the Imperium. Traditionally there can be up to fifty
recognised Realms. The Emperor's representative to the Synod but not answerable to them, the Chancellor is responsible
for leading the Synod and all out-Empire affairs, all trade, all civil and social matters. He is the Empire's prime minister, in
effect. He controls the Chancellery, the Treasury, the civil service and diplomatic corps.

Under him is the , who sits separate from the main political arena, he is provided by the Realm of
Tarin, and is usually also the High Priest for the Grand Church of Justice. He may hold no other political office and although
he is supervised by the Chancellor he is not answerable to him and the Chancellor is not immune to the Hierophant's offices.
He is also responsible for the spiritual health of the Empire. The Hierophant may be removed and a replacement requested
by order of the Emperor only.

The is the Emperor's Fist. He is the supreme military commander of all Imperial forces (rather than realm levies,
which fight under their own commanders). He is also directly responsible for the safety of the Imperial Court.
The Imperial Armies are conscripted from each of the Realms, the resources and people demanded by
separate imperial decree to each Realm annually.
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The Master Herald and the Office of the Imperial Heralds
Master HeraldFinally, there is the . He is the Emperor's voice. The Imperial Heralds are the source of all the

Court's information. They all wear Imperial colours (green and gold), and it is the responsibility of Heralds to
keep the realms in communication with each other and with the Imperial Court, and it is the responsibility of the Realm
Lords to protect and cosset their Heralds. Without the support of the Heralds, communication grinds to a halt, trade
becomes difficult, and your status within the Synod is instantly suspended.

Heralds are fanatically loyal to the Empire, and the Master Herald is sworn to total neutrality and to stay above the politics of
the Realms. Failure to do so is an impeachment offence - the only control the Synod has over him. The Master Herald keeps
a physical copy of all Imperial Edicts, which it is his duty to disseminate to the Realm Lords - but each Realm Lord is given
only the Edicts that are relevant to that Realm. Only the Master Herald gets a complete set.

Additionally, the Empire finances a Ritual every year whereby the Herald's sashes are enchanted to be sympathetically
linked to the Great Map in the Imperial capital. The Master Herald can therefore check the location of every legitimate
Herald in the archipelago.

The Sea Princes
The Archipelago is quarantined by . The Sea Princes are an ancient and powerful group of Tritons who live
around the edges of the Archipelago; their residences, as far as spies have been able to determine, are aboard ships larger
and more complex than anything currently achievable by the Imperium. At least three separate vessels as large as a small
town exist; the Sea Princes refer to them as and apparently they build smaller vessels on board them. Each
Dreadnought patrols a section of the with a vast fleet of smaller vessels; they use marker buoys and static floating
platforms to mark the cordon and patrol it frequently enough that there have been no successful breaches of it in living
memory. Their vessels seem at least partly grown rather than built; their technology is leagues ahead of the Imperium, and on
the few occasions where direct confrontations have occurred between the Sea Princes and the Imperial Sea Guard, the latter
have been sent home in pieces. They have devices which hurl liquid fire which burns even on water, trained or controlled
schools of sharks and other underwater menaces, fog engines and whirlpool generators to name only a few of their weapons.

They are reputed to be an older civilisation than the Empire. According to the little information that has filtered out about
them, there are a number of competing families of clans among the Princes, though what they compete over and how is
unknown. There is an agreement between the Empire and the Sea Princes that the Princes will keep any threat from
approaching the archipelago from outside and help maintain trade routes, in return the Imperial Citizens are forbidden from
attempting to leave the archipelago. The Sea Princes claim that this is in the best interests of the Empire. Sea Prince
Embassies exist throughout the Archipelago; they can generally be distinguished from Imperial Tritons by their arrogance.
Their Ambassadors all claim diplomatic immunity for their embassy staff.

the Sea Princes

Dreadnoughts
cordon

The Depository of Souls, and the Bankers of Isopolis
The only presence from outside the Archipelago allowed by the Sea Princes and this, it is said, far from willingly is the
representatives of Lord Isogul. Lord Isogul The legendary Undying Shah of Isopolis , is said to have discovered the secrets of
necromancy by experimentation centuries ago and to have founded Isopolis after having survived his own death and
becoming a self-animated being a Lich. Built using the labour of living and undead alike the city is reputedly the strongest
citadel in the world, and lies on a landmass some distance to the east of the Archipelago neither the representatives of Lord
Isogul nor indeed the Sea Princes are keen that anyone in the Archipelago gains knowledge of distances or geography.

Isopolis nowadays is the centre of a kingdom of undead. While Isogul himself is unseen and unknown and has been for
many centuries, the city is still ruled in his name by others who have followed in his stead, though no lich, no matter how
mighty, takes the title Shah; they use the title Prince-Regent and it is rumoured that Lord Isogul still exists somewhere in that
dread city controlling his lands. The politics of the capital are complicated with subordinate Liches and vampires creatures
capable of draining the life from a living being in a heartbeat vying for power within the court. It is whispered that the Court
of Isopolis is so opulent and magnificent that it puts the Imperium to shame, though if anyone has gone there from the
Imperium, they have not spoken of it.

The representatives of Isopolis are tolerated within the Imperium for one reason, and one reason alone: money. Isopolis is
obscenely wealthy, and the Regents of Isopolis have set up what they call the Depository a fund whereby they are prepared
to lend funds to any Imperial Citizen, in return for which the citizen offers them security against the loan repayments. In most

cases for smaller loans property or goods are sufficient for security, but for major loans the Depository requires
more valuable security.

The Depository maintains outlets in most major urban centres, and the staff generally keep to themselves.
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The Grand Church of Justice
The most organised religious body in evidence to date. The church is devoted
to and rules Tarin (one of the imperial Realms). The Hierophant of Justice
usually leads the Church, but the Realm Lord of Tarin must be a separate person. Devotees
of the Grand Church are provided with schooling in the priestly ways, matters of law for the
region within which they dwell and are allowed access to the Great Library within Tarin
itself. They are then ordained as Priests of Justice and sent forth to proselytise the way of
Vortainius, to offer their services as judges of disputes, and to assist local authorities in the
apprehension of those who have broken the law. They are fully supported in this aim by the
Imperium, which recognises their right to do so. All Realm Lords must have a priest of the
Church of Justice appointed as their High Justice whose responsibility it is to oversee the
application of law within that Realm. If the Church of Justice officially withdraws its support
for a Realm then that Realm ceases to be recognised by the Imperium. This is currently the
largest Religion in the Archipelago, having spread from Tarin some three hundred years
ago. See and for more details on
the role of the Grand Church of Justice.

Vortainius

Law in the Archipelago Religion in the Archipelago

The Cloud Islands
One of the most remarkable features of the Archipelago are two large floating land masses that hover gently above it,
floating stationary as if suspended by strings from the sky. The first cloud island appeared some one hundred and
twenty years ago. No one is sure from where it came, some have said it floated in over the sea from beyond the Sea
Princes barricade, others claim it erupted from under the sea, others that it simply materialised the truth is somewhat
difficult to ascertain. One certainty about the Island was that it soon showered the land underneath it with downy seas
ponds that split open and gave forth the Scatterings. The second Island appeared only twenty three years ago and
appears to be similar in nature but not identical in shape to the first, by approximate estimations both seem to represent
a two square mile area.

Both Islands appear when viewed from below to have a rocky jagged underside almost like an inverted mountain range.
Trailing over the edges of the mountains are thick trailing vines that extend toward the earth but remain well beyond the
reach of the land bound inhabitants of the Archipelago. Several Astral Mages claim that after having studied the Island
with their telescopes they can report that the surfaces seem to be covered in thick vegetation and are home to a
plentiful variety of bird life at least.

Thus far there are no successful recorded attempts by any of the races of the Archipelago to get onto the surface of the
Islands. Unsurprisingly there are plenty of superstitions regarding what will be waiting for the first people to achieve
such.

The Realms of the Archipelago
Each of the Realms of the Imperial Archipelago is a self-contained entity, bound to obey Imperial Edict, and to offer safe
passage to Imperial Heralds and Diplomats but other than that free to pursue its own governance in its own way. Within any
given Realm, the Realm Lord, whatever his local title, has total power to rule as he sees fit, in the Emperor's name. Some
Realms are civilised, some barbaric in the extreme; some are vast, some a single city. Size is irrelevant; a Realm gets a single
seat on the Synod.

Below are brief descriptions of some of the most influential Realms.

The Hegemony is the territory under the direct control of the Imperial Court, and consists of a number of towns ringing the
coast of the inland sea at the heart of the Archipelago, and the capitol, Saran-Gasai. Much of the coastal land around the great
caldera of the inland sea is among the prime farming land of the central Archipelago, and the Sea Guard's shipyards can be
found here too.

Moon-Mirror is the high mountain range to the south of the capitol containing the birthing site of the Children of the Moon,
and this is where the bulk of that race come from. The terrain is highly mountainous and approaches to the Moon-Mirror
itself are impassable unless a guide is sent. Few, if any, outsiders are welcomed in this realm, where precedence
is by skill in Astral magic.

The Imperial Hegemony

Moon-Mirror
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Heroun Mountains

Tarin

Koth

Kelea

Jaleen

Bastopole

Orinna

Tri-Erian

Jawaristan

Lyrliheen

Among the Heroun Mountains are the scattered cave-villages of the Giants, as well as a few settlements of the
Children of the Moon. The Realm Lord is elected from among the Clan Leaders at a council every ten years.

Relations between Heroun and the Moon-Mirror can at times be strained but have seldom broken out into hostilities, at least
partly because of the innate pacifism of Heroun.

Tarin is a small island state off the main Imperial island, location of the Holy City of Vortainius, the God of Justice. With a
political influence massively disproportionate to it's size, a sympathetic Hierophant of Justice and a permanent garrison of
the Sea Guard at the Prince-Bishop's beck and call, Tarin punches well above it's weight in regional politics and none of its
neighbours would be so dense as to cause it trouble.

Koth is a major island in the eastern Archipelago; notable for the city of Khidremar, one of the major trade centres of the
Archipelago, but also for the presence of one of the great floating islands above it, and therefore a large Scatterling
population. Koth has always been famous for it's free-thinking academies and much art and philosophical thought emerges
from the Realm. Khidremar itself contains the Guild of Intellectual Artifice, an attempt to set up a formal School of
Philosophy, which is attracting many Scatterlings.

A group of three smaller islands to the north of Koth. Kelea is tolerated in its somewhat dubious methods of rule (some say
encouraged) because it uses the islands as a base to combat the pirates operating north of it, and for every atrocity inflicted on
the islands ten times worse is done to the rogues in the sea-lanes north of it.

An exceptionally poor realm in the far east of the Archipelago, it has little to offer save unkind farming land.

Bastopole is a major trade city in the north of the Archipelago with expansionistic tendencies.

A mountainous realm in the west with a direct sea border onto rebel-held territory, Orinna has up until recently been a
mining and refining centre. Sadremar is the main western trade city.

Tri-Erian is a magocratic state to the immediate north of Orinna where one's skill in the Subtle Arts counts for far more than
one's skill with a sword or a pickaxe. Again bounded by rebel territory, Tri-Erian has had a number of bruising encounters
with the forces of the collapsed Realms to the west and has thrown it's support behind the Imperium fully. It is ruled
traditionally by a triumvirate of the leading practitioners of the Subtle Arts, who take it in turns to represent the realm to the
Synod.

Impenetrable swamp bounded by mountains and deep forest, Jawaristan is regarded as one of the least hospitable of the
surface Realms. Here among the stagnant ponds and the slime is the birthing-pool of the Corpse Mosses, and it is to the
great city of Drachmobad, built on the north coast, that Mosses throughout the Archipelago come to bring the bodies they
have purchased, to be sent into the swamp and tended by the Brothers of the Green Rebirth, who assist newborn Corpse-
Mosses back out of the swamp and into their new life. Drachmobad is the only major city in the Archipelago with no
Depository representative.

A large and heavily wooded realm, Lyrliheen elects its King from its communities every five years, and slays the
previous incumbent in a ritual to propitiate the forest gods. Graisport, the capitol on the south coast, is a major trading
city but merchants know to avoid it around coronation time, when the locals can get exceptionally bloodthirsty and have
been known to sacrifice up to a hundred men at a time in great flaming wicker octopi they send out to sea with victims
trapped inside. Lyrliheen is home to some of the more potent Natural Philosophers of a darker bent.
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Plains of Jiran

Plains of Retif

Plains of Lenfa

Gevou

Great Sardia

Omphalos

Sanreval

Oscuromar

These three Realms are the traditional nomadic lands of the Wind Dancer Tribes, and communities of Dancers move
around them and between them frequently and with much freedom. The territory covers much of the south-eastern
Archipelago, consisting of lightly wooded plains, some hills and mountains to the north of the Realms, and the Great House,
the massive monolith-complex and stone citadel where the Wind Dancers' histories are kept and where their shamen are
initiated into the ways of Mother Sky and Father Beast. All three Realms cover multiple islands and the traditional Wind
Dancer means of travel means that their inhabitation is both seasonal and cyclical.

Gevou is a very small island on the far south-western rim of the Archipelago locked in a bitter and entrenched war of nerves
with it's slightly larger neighbour, Great Sardia. Known for it's intricate silverwork, it's astonishingly savage alcohol and for the
poetic talents of its inhabitants, Gevou has a reputation larger than it's size would lead you to believe. The origins of the feud
are lost in time something to do with a hunt, and someone shooting someone else's gamebird, or wife. Gevou is
predominantly Human, with some Scatterling and Giant representation.

The arrogance of Sardians is a byword throughout the Imperium. A smallish island to the southwest, it nevertheless
produces some of the more feared sea-going warriors in the Archipelago owing to their war experience with neighbouring
Gevou, a bitter and intractable conflict measured in decades. Eidon in the north, is a fortified city where the government is
traditionally based, but the main trading city is Ichremar, across the straits from Graisport in Lyrliheen. Sardians are fiercely
proud of their hereditary monarchy, their navy, and their cuisine.

Omphalos is the largest of the subterranean Whisperer realms, with surface access to the Imperial hegemony, Moon-
Mirror, Heroun Mountains, Koth, Jaleen, Lyrliheen and even as far west as Jawaristan. Down in the darkness of the cave
complexes and the tunnel and vault cities the Whisperers do their work, far from the injurious light of the sun.

Sanreval is the smallest of the subterranean Whisperer Realms, but it connects to Orinna on the surface as well as several of
the western islands and it is therefore in a state of war at present.

Located under Bastopole and Tri-Erian, Oscuromar is a stronghold of religious orthodoxy similar in style to Tarin but larger
and more diffuse. The Realm does not demand religious orthodoxy, but those worshipping other faiths than White Eyali in
Oscuromar are asked to pay a levy for the privilege, and even worshippers of Eridun the Silver are taxed, though nowhere
near as severely. All aspects of life, from religion through law and justice to daily routine, are dictated by the rites of Eyali, and
Rhabdomancy is common.

Law In The Archipelago
There are two levels of civilian law in the Archipelago; and . In addition to this there is

, which usually only applied in military situations involving the Imperial Sea Guard or onboard ship.

is the core precepts of the Imperium; edicts by the Emperor that all Realm Lords are forced to
implement and that override all Realm Law. Current Imperial Law is presented in full below. Anything that is not fully
detailed or described is left to the interpretation of those who apply the law, which is in almost all cases the Priests of
the Grand Church of Justice.

is the body of laws under which a Realm Lord rules his Realm and they vary from Realm to Realm,
dependent on the style of rulership of the region. In many cases Realm Law is simply a few additions to Imperial Law to
enforce the particular moral code of the ruler of that realm. For example some parts of the Imperium recognise slavery
of non-citizens, human sacrifice of non-citizens, and ritual cannibalism of non-citizens as legal whereas other Realms
classify these things as crimes. The rules are simple: you obey the laws of the Realm in which you find yourself.

This has led to the rise of the profession of , usually a priest of the Church of Justice, a specialist
in the local laws of a Realm who will tutor travellers or travel with them for a fee. Realm Law is generally
enforced by the troops of the Realm Lord, trials are held by Reverents or Celebrants of the Grand Church
of Justice.

Realm Law Imperial Law
Martial Law

Imperial Law

Realm Law

Advocate
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The Emperor asserts the right to rule from the Malachite Throne, and hereby decrees that his Privy Council
shall consist of the Chancellor (and under him the Hierophant of Justice), the Imperial Master Herald and the Castellan
of the Imperial Sea Guard.

In the event of the Death or Abdication of the Emperor the Imperial Master Herald shall immediately summon all the
Realm Lords and an Imperial Election shall take place after a period of eleven days mourning. In the meantime the
current Privy Council rule as regents.

The Emperor must be elected from among the Realm Lords of the Synod. The outgoing Privy Council are not valid
candidates. The Hierophant of Justice oversees the election. The successful candidate must command at least two thirds
of the vote. If this does not take place then candidates must re-declare and the vote begins anew immediately. Once the
Election has begun the Realm Lords may not leave the Synod Chamber until a new Emperor is elected.

If a Realm Lord can prove that he did not receive notification of the Election then the Election is declared void and
must begin again in a further eleven days.

The new Emperor has a month to conclude business in their Realm and see to the appointment of a successor. They
then convene the Synod and announce the appointments to their Privy Council. Once this is done they take up the
Malachite Throne within the confines of the Imperial Palace, and seclusion is theirs until their death. The Emperor has
the right to abdicate if they feel unable to continue their duties.

Treason is always punishable by death, punishments on the traitors family and realm may be exacted at the discretion of
the judge where appropriate.

· Any action that wilfully threatens the structure of the Empire is Treason.
· Any attempt on the life of the Emperor, or any of his Privy Council is Treason.
· Membership of a proscribed Cult is Treason.
· Piracy is Treason.
· If a Realm Lord is convicted of Treason his Realm may be put under Martial Law by the Emperor until a new

Realm Lord is decided.

· The Cult of the Sandcrab
· The Smiling Faces of Chandhai
· The Sisterhood of Shadows
· The White Priests of the Light
· The Cult of Retrapay

The Emperor recognises the rights of merchants to trade freely within the Empire. Taxes levied by the Realm Lords on
Markets may therefore not exceed 15% of the transaction's total worth. Realm Lords will permit the passage of imperial
Heralds freely throughout such markets to act as auditors of such levies and will pay the Emperor one third of the
collected revenue in payment for this service. Charters for trading cities where such taxes may be levied are granted only
by the Emperor, and no place may hold such a market without an Imperial Charter. Any that do so will be fined heavily,
or other punishments may be levied upon the Realm or its Lord at the Emperor's discretion.

Realm Law is set by the Realm Lord of each Realm in accordance with the recognised system of government of that
Realm. It is recognised as valid Law, providing it does not contradict Imperial Law.

If an Imperial Citizen discovers that Imperial Law has been broken they should report this to their local Lord or Realm
Lord. It is the duty of that noble to investigate and present any suspected Law Breakers to a representative of the Grand
Church of justice for Trial. If any Citizen feels that the investigation has been flawed in any way they can take their case

directly to the High Justice of that Realm. If they are still not satisfied they may petition the Hierophant of
Justice to examine the case.

The Reverents and Celebrants of the Grand Church of Justice are recognised as Judges. No other person
may judge a trial of a matter of Imperial Law, excepting circumstances detailed within this edict of Law. All
Judges must hold a trial of the accused person or persons in the recognised manner.

Succession

Treason

Proscribed Cults

Trade

Realm Law

Enforcement

The Edicts of Imperial Law
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Trials

Crimes and their Punishments under Imperial Law

Application

Responsibilities and Rights of the Realm Lords

The procedure for trials is as follows: the prosecutor brings the case (including any material evidence and
the testimony of any witnesses they care to bring), the defendant answers the case (including any material
evidence and the testimony of any witnesses they care to bring), the Judge then has the right of interrogation over both
parties and any witnesses brought. The Judge has absolute power over the trial and may determine who may be
present, the length of any submissions, what is admissible as evidence and what makes an admissible witness. The only
exception to this is that any member of the Privy Council, and any Imperial Herald have an absolute right to attend the
trial, but may not interrupt the process without the Judge's consent.

· Theft - stealing or destroying the property of an Imperial Citizen should usually be punished by the return of
the stolen item or goods or recompense agreed by the victim and the Judge, in addition to this, fines may be
levied. In extreme cases the thief may be branded as well.

· Murder or attempted murder of an Imperial Citizen is punishable by Death.
· Rape of an Imperial Citizen is punishable by Death.
· The use of malign religious or arcane effects upon an Imperial Citizen is punishable by recompense or

execution, depending on the severity of the effect perpetrated.
· Failure to pay Imperial Taxes when levied punishment varies dependant on the social status of the accused,

fines or services in lieu of payment are common punishments, at higher levels this is occasionally regarded as
Treason.

·This law applies to all Imperial Citizens, and all Imperial Citizens have
recourse to the Law.

· Non-Imperial Citizens have no rights under the law and no
recourse to it, but are beholden to it.

· Visiting Diplomats have full rights under the Law, but are not
beholden to it. Should a visiting Diplomat act in a way that
contravenes the Law then the matter must be reported to an
Imperial Herald, who will report it to the Imperial Master
Herald to bring to the Privy Council.

· Should an Officer of the Empire (Imperial Herald, ranking
officer of the Imperial Sea Guard or Member of the Privy
Council) break Imperial Law the matter must be reported to
their superior, not pursued through a court and they must not
prevented from continuing to carry out their Imperial duties
until their superior deals with the matter.

· If a Realm Lord has been accused of a crime only the
Hierophant of Justice can try them. And until the time of their
trial they must not be impeded from continuing their duties.

Realms may only be recognised by the Emperor under the following conditions:
· Every Imperial Realm must have a Chief Justice from the Grand Church of Justice.
· New Imperial Realms may only be recognised if the Emperor deems them fit.
· A new Realm must stand for a period of a year and a day successfully before the Realm Lord is given a seat on

the Synod. In order to qualify as having been successful the Realm must have defended its borders to the
satisfaction of the Castellan, governed the Realm to the satisfaction of the Chancellor and the Chief Herald and
upheld Imperial Law to the satisfaction of the Hierophant of Justice.

Realm Lords of recognised Imperial Realms have a right to a seat on the Imperial Synod and a vote in any Imperial
Election. They hold their realm in fiefdom from the Emperor and agree to uphold Imperial Law in their Realm.

A Realm Lord must provide a number (depending on the Realm) of troops of their own to complement the Imperial
Sea Guard in times when that is requested by the Emperor. If this occurs then these troops and the Realm Lord are
under the direct orders of the Castellan, and his duly appointed officers.
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A Realm Lord is responsible for the safety of all Imperial Officers, and visiting Diplomats in his Realm and
areas under his control.
If an Imperial Herald is killed in the Realm then the Realm Lord has one month to send the head of the
killer (proved through legal means) or his own head to the Emperor. If an Imperial Herald is harmed or
inconvenienced by theft or similar action or injured then the perpetrator will be sent in chains to Tarin for
trial, or the Realm Lord accepts that the punishment may fall on his own head.
If a ranking officer of the Imperial Sea Guard is inconvenienced by theft or similar action, injured or killed
the perpetrator will be given over if requested to the Imperial Sea Guard for punishment under Martial Law.
Otherwise the Realm Lord accepts that the punishment may fall on his own head.
If a visiting Diplomat such as a Sea Prince or a representative of the Depository of Souls is inconvenienced
by theft or similar action, injured or killed then they or their compatriots have full recourse to the Law if they
wish or they may choose to seek their own justice. In such a case the Emperor will assist them or their
compatriots in gaining recompense as they see fit, and any attempt to hinder that process is treason.

Border disputes must be first brought to the Chancellor, who is bounden to attempt a diplomatic solution. If that is not
successful then a Realm Lord may declare War on another Realm. The War may only take place under conditions set by
the Emperor, and if the Emperor forbids open conflict then another solution must be arranged between the Realm Lords
involved and the Chancellor.

Martial Law may be imposed upon any geographical area of the Empire by the Castellan, with the agreement of the
Emperor. Martial Law when imposed overrides all other forms of Law including Imperial Law.

Martial Law applies within the Imperial Sea Guard, and whenever at sea within the Empire, and also may be imposed as
specified in Imperial Law.

· Treason, Theft, Murder, Rape, Arson, Breaking Curfew, Desertion, Disobeying Orders, Mutiny are all punishable
by death following a trial by the highest ranking officer present, if aboard Ship this will usually be the Ships
Captain.

· The officer may or may not choose to accept or request help from the Grand Church of Justice.

· This law applies to all Imperial Citizens, and all Imperial Citizens have recourse to the Law.
· Non-Imperial Citizens have no rights under the law and no recourse to it but are beholden to it.
· Visiting Diplomats have full rights under the Law, but are not beholden to it. Should a visiting Diplomat act in a

way that contravenes the Law then the matter must be reported to an Imperial Herald, who will report it to the
Imperial Master Herald to bring to the Privy Council.

· Should an Officer of the Empire (Imperial Herald, ranking officer of the Imperial Sea Guard or Member of the
Privy Council) break Martial Law the matter must be reported to their superior, not pursued through a court and
they must not prevented from continuing to carry out their Imperial duties until their superior deals with the
matter.

Border Disputes

The Declaration of Martial Law

Martial Law

Application (when declared)
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The Imperial Calendar

Significant Dates In the Imperial Year
- Arvon Day

- Harvestide

Foundation Day

Shadow Day

Candleshine

is named after the inventor of the current calendar, an eminent Astrologer from the time of Orrenath. It is
celebrated with dancing and is traditionally a time for giving gifts.

is a festival that celebrates the catch from the sea. It is obviously celebrated more fervently nearer the coast. Gifts
are often thrown into the sea to pay for the catch.

- is the day that the Empire was created by the Hero-Emperor Orrenath. The legend runs that the sun was
so caught up with watching the events of that day that it did not want to leave the sky.

- is marked with fear and loathing, it is considered unlucky to set foot outside your dwelling and many refuse to
rise, considering unlucky to even see the sun. Spirits are said to be free to roam the land and nothing you see is necessarily as
it really is.

- is a day marked by the building of great fires and huge banquets. It is particularly important to the giants.

As far as possible game time will mirror real time and to that end the Imperial year fits very closely with our
own calendar. However, the Management reserve the right to stretch, pause, speed up and generally mangle
time in the bits between games according to need. For example if a group of Realm Lords came up with a political
coup which necessitated the calling of the Synod and players were involved who wanted that to happen in time-in
as opposed to downtime we may stretch the period of several months real time between games to cover a month
of game time and then condense the missed months into the one following the next game.

The Imperial Year has 11 months, Jen = January, Fel = February and so on, the one thing to note is that Jahane
covers our June and July.

The Years

Leap Years are in italics.
Descriptions of the years are overleaf.

Fel The new year is measured from the first day in Fel, called Arvon Day. In a leap
year there are two 1st of Fel’s and this is considered a great occasion, both days are
celebrated equally.

Mer
Ain Harvestide falls on the 15th Ain.
Mas
Jahane The first day of Jahane marks the start of the lead up to Foundation Day – the

longest day of the year – the 21st of Jahane. There are 61 days in Jahane.
Aun
Set
Ott The breeding season for Children of the Moon usually falls during Ott.
Nor
Det The shortest day of the year (21st Det) is known as Shadow Day. The 22nd of Det is

celebrated as Candleshine.
Jen

Year of the Roots 1356 1368 1380 1392 1404 (2001)
Year of the Lanterns 1357 1369 1381 1393 1405 (2002)
Year of the Silent Watcher 1358 1370 1382 1394 1406 (2003)
Year of the Masks 1359 1371 1383 1395 1407 (2004)
Year of the Lily 1360 1372 1384 1396 1408
Year of the Mystery 1361 1373 1385 1397 1409
Year of the Strong Metal 1362 1374 1386 1398 1410
Year of the Wheel 1363 1375 1387 1399 1411
Year of the Pearl 1364 1376 1388 1400 1412
Year of the Tall Masts 1365 1377 1389 1401 1413
Year of the Bright Flame 1366 1378 1390 1402 1414
Year of the Reflected Image 1367 1379 1391 1403 1415
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Year of the Roots

Year of the Lanterns

Year of the Silent Watcher

Year of the Masks

Year of the Lily

Year of the Mystery

Year of the Strong Metal

Year of the Wheel

Year of the Pearl

Year of the Tall Masts

Year of the Bright Flame

Year of the Reflected Image

Traditionally associated with beginnings and foundations, it marks the start of the Imperial Calendar. Arvon
Day is strongly celebrated in the Year of the Roots, and is considered very auspicious. People born in this year are
often considered to be strong thinkers, reliable, grounded, but perhaps lacking in imagination. This year is favoured by
Philosophers.

A year of watchfulness but one which is comfortable, associated with celebrations, a year to build up strength, a year
of introflection and reflection. People born in this year are thought to be strong thinkers, but limited, people with a
respect for barriers and boundaries, the Church of Justice particularly favours this year.

This is a year for wariness and inspiration, for observation and self-development. People born in this year are said to
be weak on communication or interacting with others, but are self reliant, observant and self-aware. The Heralds
particularly favour this year.

This year is associated with pageantry and nobility; always a leap year the two Arvon's Days are grandly celebrated.
Children born in this year are said to be favoured with a noble disposition and a propensity to rule. The Tritons
favour this year.

A year associated with beauty and sorrow, purity and isolation. Children born in this year are supposed to be
beautiful and desired, but find it difficult to love, they are said to be destined for higher pursuits. Children of the
Moon favour this year.

A year for puzzles and conundrums, short on answers, but big on questions. Children born in this year are said to be
quirky, fast moving, with a short attention span but a great mind. This year is particularly favoured by Whisperers.

A year of strength and endurance, but often a hard year. There is no flexibility in it. Children born in this year often
make great warriors, but poor courtiers. The Stone and Storm-born favour this year.

A year of change and upset. Children born in this year are said to be malleable, adaptable, but inconstant, not
necessarily trustworthy. The Wind-Dancers favour this year, but for them it has other meanings.

This is a year of unexpected bounty, a year for collecting deserved rewards, a year of lustre and good harvest.
Harvestide is strongly celebrated in the Year of the Pearl. Children born in this year are supposedly very loyal,
trustworthy, beautiful and kind, although possibly a little limited in their thinking.

This is an auspicious year for travel and far reaching projects, a year for advancement and achievement. Children
born in this year are said to be ambitious and talented, but perhaps a little hardhearted.

This year is a year of consuming passions, of achievements that must be paid for, of short-lived glory. Children born in
this year are said to be hot tempered, passionate and generous to a fault, with little sense of self-preservation,
excelling at whatever they choose to do.

A year where nothing is what it seems, a year for caution and slow movement, also a year for altering things, a good
year to make changes that are well thought through. Children born in this year are said to be inscrutable, make

excellent politicians or Rhabdomancers, intuitive and shrewd, and can be chameleon like, they make
excellent lovers.
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The Languages of the Imperium
The details of some of the more widely known languages of the Archipelago are presented here. All characters start with
a knowledge of Characters taking the Additional Language skill should choose from this list, see the
description given there for how speaking in an alternative language works in game.

The Common Tongue. Saranth originated within the borders of what is now known as the Imperial Hegemony close to
Saran-Gasai (from which it gets its name) and spread into general use on the back of the first Emperor Orrenaths rise to
power. Saranth is a simple tongue and has proved to be easily mastered by members of all races. Saranth is believed to
have evolved from the language of the Esbeeti. Today Saranth is spoken as the first language of the Empire and the
majority Imperial citizens regardless of race speak it and no other tongue.

A tongue native to the Children of the Moon and the Giants. Centan is still used within the Archipelago in the
strongholds of these two mountain dwelling races. Centan is the preferred language for the Giants telling of their
histories and is the foundation of their oral traditions. The written form of Centan is unique to the Children of the Moon
and many ritual texts and Grimoirs of Astral Magic originating in Moon Mirror are still written in it today.

Once the native tongue of the Whisperers Solirian is almost extinct, however it still retains some use in Rhabdomanctic
practise. Extremely formal (or old) Rhabdomancers (of any race) may still write their teaching scrolls and rituals in
Solirian or conduct their summonings in it. It is traditional for Imperial edicts sent to Whisperer Realms to be written in
Solirian rather than Saranth.

A tongue shared by the Wind Dancers and Karakush. Although not as common as it once was Vo-Kush is still widely
used today in the Northern Wind Dancer realms and the now rebellious Western Archipelago. When spoken Vo-Kush
has a harsh sometimes guttural sound to it.

A set of symbols with no spoken component used by in medical and alchemical practise. Apothecary
Runes are generally used to express quantities and ingredients in alchemical recipes. Physicians use them
for writing prescriptions that a patient can take to an alchemist describing the cure the physician believes is
appropriate.

Saranth.

Saranth

Centan

Solirian

Vo-Kush

Apothecary Runes

Apart from the time-honoured traditional method of official communiqués, sent via the Imperial Heralds,
there is another faster and more mysterious method of communication. It is a relatively recent addition to the
Empire. Known as the Word Willows, the secrets of these magical trees are jealously guarded by the Imperial Heralds.

Few Realms are now without these Trees, but every one is planted and tended by the Imperial Heralds. They offer a
method of instant and secure communication. People who wish to use a tree are introduced to it by the Herald
responsible for its upkeep. Those who have not been introduced are unable to use the trees, but acquiring an
introduction is not difficult as there is no restriction on who may use them.

The sender of a message approaches the tree and places his or her hand on the trunk, they can then speak a message
to the tree, designating whom it is to be sent to and where. After this is done the tree will give them any messages that
are for public hearing, or directly intended for them.

Receiving these messages is a somewhat unnerving experience for a first timer, as they appear to be read directly into
the head of the person at the tree. Certainly no others standing nearby have ever managed to hear messages that the
recipient clearly hears. The trees are widely used now though and the disconcerting experience is becoming less
remarked upon.

Out of character, this mechanism allows the use of your email and notice-boards on the internet. There may be times
during downtime (for example if your character is away at sea) where we ask you use your common sense and not to
communicate in-character over email etc. if your character would not be able to reach the trees. We will be relatively
flexible though, and as your character can be introduced at more than one tree you should be able to use them in most
situations.

Communication in the Empire


